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DNA Cloning



DNA Cloning

� AKA Plasmid-based transformation or 
molecular cloning

� First off- Let’s sum up what happens.
◦ A plasmid is taken from a bacteria 

◦ A gene is inserted into the plasmid

◦ The altered plasmid is now given to a bacteria

◦ The bacteria is allowed to reproduce making 
many new copies of itself

� Clones!

� Now you have lots of copies of the same gene





DNA Cloning

� How are restriction enzymes involved?  



Gene cloning using restriction 
enzymes

� Normally found in 
bacteria
◦ Cut up foreign DNA

� Recognize and act 
on specific 
sequences 
◦ Cut both sides to 
create sticky ends

� DNA ligase



How is this useful? 

� Cut the DNA of interest and the plasmid with 
same restriction enzymes
◦ Makes corresponding sticky ends

� Mix cut plasmids with DNA fragments and 
add DNA ligase

� Expose plasmids to bacteria and allow them 
to grow





DNA Cloning

� Why is this a helpful process? 

◦ Copy a gene from one organism, then put it 
somewhere else

◦ Use the gene to mass produce the protein 
product 



PCR – Polymerase chain 
reaction



PCR – Polymerase chain 
reaction

� What is it? 
◦ Produces many copies of a target DNA 
sequence 

◦ Really fast!

� Why would you want to do that? 

� Copies of a gene can be analyzed easier



PCR – Polymerase chain 
reaction

� How does it work? 

� 3 step process
◦ Ingredients: DNA, heat resistant DNA 
polymerase, nucleotides, DNA primers 
(complementary to sequence) 

� Step 1. Heat the DNA to denature it
◦ Unwinds and h-bonds separate



PCR – Polymerase chain 
reaction

� Step 2. Cool it down. This allows primers 
to bind to complementary sequences 

� Step 3. DNA polymerase reads the 
primers and adds nucleotides, 5’-3’

� Makes segments of only your target 
sequence

� Repeat for multiple cycles (20 +)







PCR – Polymerase chain 
reaction

� What’s it good for?

� Poor quality samples or low quantity 
samples can be used 

� Recreate ancient DNA

� Crime scene id

� Genetic disease diagnosis



Gel Electrophoresis

�



Gel electrophoresis

� What is it? 

� What is it good for? 

�



Gel electrophoresis

� Its used for studying the DNA that you 
spent all that time cloning

� How? 

� Electricity makes the molecules move 
based on charge 
◦ DNA is negative

� Gel is used as a sieve to separate 
molecules based on size 
◦ Larger molecules have a harder time moving 
through the gel



Gel electrophoresis

� DNA is first cut by restriction enzymes

� DNA is placed at one end and electric 
current is applied
◦ DNA migrates to the positive end



Gel electrophoresis

� DNA moves until it can go no further

� Different sized fragments form a banding 
pattern

� Patterns can be compared 



Gel electrophoresis

� Useful for:
◦ Sorting DNA fragments by size 

◦ Pure DNA fragment samples can be harvested 

◦ Comparing whole genome for pattern for small 
organisms

◦ Compare two different molecules, like gene 
alleles for their differences

� Restriction enzymes will cut them differently







Protein



Southern blotting

� Combined with gel electrophoresis

� Gel blotted to put DNA on to paper

� Paper exposed to ssDNA radioactive probe

� Shows size and presence of a sequence



Southern blotting



RFLPs

� What is a RFLP?

� Restriction fragment length polymorphism

� What the heck is that? 



What is in our DNA? 
The Human Genome

Exons- code for

protein, rRNA,

tRNA(1.5%)

Repetitive DNA -

Transposons (44%)

Repetitive DNA- Other

(15%)

Noncoding DNA (15%)

Introns (24%)



What is in our DNA? 

� 98.5% does not code for proteins!

� Most DNA is repetitive sequences 
◦ Found in multiple places in the genome

◦ Transposons



RFLPs

� Restriction fragments cut non-coding 
DNA also

� Differences can be seen among non-
coding segments
◦ Like alleles

� Can be used as a marker for gene 
locations
◦ Useful for mapping 





7. Human genome project

� 1990-2003

� FISH – fluorescence in situ hybridization
◦ Fluorescent probes attach to chromosomes

◦ Used to make cytogenetic maps based on 
chromosome banding

� Linkage maps- ordering using RFLPs

� Physical maps- DNA cloned in YACs or 
BACs then cut DNA with restriction 
enzymes and ordered

� DNA sequencing- bases





Craig Venter and Celera



8. Genomics

� ID phenotype from the genotype

� Human genes: about 25,000

� Non-coding DNA is probably for regulation



Determining gene function

� In vitro mutagenesis: mess up the gene 
and see what it does

� RNAi: same thing



Interaction of genes

� Collect RNA, use to make cDNA, then find 
where those sequences are found 

� DNA microarray- ssDNA attached to a chip 
each in a well
◦ Add cDNA and it hybridizes

◦ Remove and look for fluorescence



Comparing genomes

� Shows similarities and differences

� Track evolution 

� Humans differ in SNP’s (snips)- single 
nucleotide polymorphisms 
◦ 99.9% alike

� Proteomics

� Both create a parts list



9. Uses of DNA biotechnology

� Medical applications

� PCR used to diagnose disease
◦ Primer of the disease added to amplified DNA

� HIV

� Using RFLP’s



9. Uses of DNA biotechnology

� Medical 
applications

� Gene therapy
◦ Insert DNA into 
living cells of a 
patient

� Problems?



Uses of DNA biotechnology

� Pharmaceutical products
◦ Bacteria can be the “factory”

� HGH

� Insulin, 

� TPA -Tissue plasminogen activator

� Vaccines
◦ Proteins from pathogens used 



Uses of DNA biotechnology

� Forensics 
◦ DNA fingerprinting

◦ Paternity tests

� Environmental clean-up
◦ Extract heavy metals

◦ Degrade other harmful chemicals – oil spils



10. Agricultural applications

� Transgenic animals
◦ Inject DNA into fertilized egg 

◦ Why? 

� Transgenic plants
◦ Insert plasmid- integrates DNA 

◦ Culture cells into new plants 




